
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a funding manager. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for funding manager

Own and drive a cross company training plan for all audiences involved in the
ECIF process
Continually assess the scope of new business requests or change requests
and manage the implementation of these changes across the team
Contribute to the design, review and implementation of global consistent
processes and tools
Lead, manage and supervise the day-to-day operations of a team of up to 15
Credit Specialists, set clear performance expectations, drive accountability
and employee engagement
Develop Credit Specialists to verify loan application documents, capacity for
the purpose of repaying their personal loans according to our risk and
compliance guidelines, and contact customers to offer assistance when
additional information is required to process the loan application
Recruit, onboard and coach new Credit Specialists
Partner with others across the organization to identify and drive the
implementation of new process/strategic opportunities that improve credit
policy, loan processing, efficiency and effectiveness
Serve as a subject matter expert and teacher for sound loan fulfillment and
funding practices across Marcus
Partner with Work Force Management to prioritize work assignments from
multiple channels as a resource allocator and ensure loan processing service
levels are met or exceeded
Directly interact with customers, review/work applications and act as an
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Qualifications for funding manager

Proficient in Stucky, Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and CRM systems
Completion of a Commercial or Investment Banking training program is
preferred, but not required
Proven years of experience across one of Markets, Market Risk, and
Counterparty Credit Risk, in a position of managing risks or oversight thereof
Very strong technical knowledge of market and counterparty credit risks and
xVAs in particular
Deep understanding of derivative interest rate risk models and how these
have evolved in relation to CVA & FVA
Thorough understanding of the regulatory framework around counterparty
risk and a genuinely inquisitive nature around the impact thereof


